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Abstract
We present leading-order (LO) cross sections for the production of three top quarks (ttt¯,tt¯t¯) at the
Large Hadron Collider (LHC). We find a total LO cross section for triple-top production in the
Standard Model of σ ≈ 2 fb at √s = 14 TeV and we give examples of two new physics models
which have a significant enhancement to this channel. In the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard
Model (MSSM), there are regions of parameter space where the decays of gluino pairs into final
states including three tops has a cross section σ ≈ 41 fb. In a leptophobic Z ′ model featuring
right-handed couplings of the u-quark to the top, we find σ ≈ 28 fb. With efficient identification
and reconstruction of the top quarks, the triple-top signal could potentially provide evidence for
new physics at the LHC.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The top quark, with a measured mass of mt = 171.3 ± 1.1 ± 1.2 GeV [1], is the most
massive of the elementary particles. It is this distinction that makes the top quark so
interesting to phenomenology as it is typically the most closely related to proposals of new
physics beyond the Standard Model (SM).
As a leading potential mode of new physics discovery, top-pair production has been
studied extensively for both the Fermilab Tevatron and for the Large Hadron Collider (LHC)
(see [2] and [3] and references therein for a thorough review of LHC top physics). Single top
production is also of interest, particularly for the Vtb mixing element of the SM, and was
recently observed at the Tevatron [4]. In this paper, we discuss the observation of triple-top
events at the LHC and how this channel can be significantly affected by new physics.
In Section II, we evaluate the leading-order (LO) SM production cross sections at the
LHC for up to four tops while highlighting the triple-top signal. We then describe two new
physics models in Section III and discuss the results in Section IV.
II. STANDARD MODEL TOP PRODUCTION
In the Standard Model, triple-top production, like single-top production, comes from
three distinct processes at LO: pp→ 3t+W±, 3t+b, 3t+jets, where t generically denotes top
and anti-top quarks. The typically dominant diagram from each of these processes is given
in Figures 1(a)-(c) and a summary of the total cross sections for each, calculated from all
contributing diagrams, is given in Table I at three LHC center-of-mass energies,
√
s = 7, 10,
and 14 TeV. We calculate all cross sections to an accuracy of 1% using MadGraph/MadEvent
version 4.4.24 [5, 6], allowing the renormalization and factorization scales to vary with the
process and using the default values on all cuts except ηmax of the jets, which we set to 4.0,
assuming forward-jet tagging at ATLAS and CMS [7, 8]. We choose mt = 171.4 GeV and a
Higgs boson mass of mh = 130 GeV.
Unlike top-pair and even four-top production1, which are dominated at the LHC by the
strong coupling gg → tt¯ process, the production of an odd number of tops requires a Wtb
1 The production of four-heavy-quark final states at hadron colliders, including tt¯tt¯ at supercollider energies,
was first calculated in [9].
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FIG. 1: Leading diagrams contributing to SM triple-top production at the LHC with
√
s = 14 TeV
corresponding to (a) 3t +W± (b) 3t+ jets (c) 3t + b. The total number of unique diagrams (not
summing over quark flavors or distinguishing between order of initial state partons) contributing
to each process are (a) 236 (b) 144 and (c) 72. All of these are included in our calculations.
vertex in every diagram and often involves a b-quark in the initial state of the hard process,
both of which result in a significant suppression compared to the strong processes. Table I
compares the total LO cross sections for 1,2,3, and 4 top production for the three center-of-
mass energies. Figure 2 plots this information while summing over all possible channels and,
in the case of single- and triple-tops, the contributions from both t/t¯ and ttt¯/tt¯t¯, respectively.
At the design LHC energy of
√
s = 14 TeV, the triple-top cross section, with σ = 1.9 fb, is
five orders of magnitude less than that of top-pair production, the dominant mode of top
creation at the LHC. This relatively low SM production is precisely what makes three tops
an interesting channel for investigating new physics, as there may be possibilities for notable
enhancements above the SM.
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Inclusive Cross Sections at the LHC (fb)
Process
√
s = 7 TeV 10 TeV 14 TeV
pp→ 1t (Total) 66×103 138×103 258×103
pp→ t+ . . . 42×103 85×103 154×103
pp→ tW− 5.4×103 14×103 32×103
pp→ tj 35×103 68×103 117×103
pp→ tb¯ 1.8×103 3.1×103 4.8×103
pp→ t¯+ . . . 24×103 53×103 104×103
pp→ t¯W+ 5.4×103 14×103 32×103
pp→ t¯j 18×103 37×103 69×103
pp→ t¯b 0.99×103 1.8×103 3.0×103
pp→ tt¯ 98×103 255×103 581×103
pp→ 3t (Total) 0.11 0.52 1.9
pp→ ttt¯+ . . . 0.072 0.31 1.1
pp→ ttt¯W− 0.027 0.16 0.69
pp→ ttt¯j 0.024 0.091 0.27
pp→ ttt¯b¯ 0.021 0.054 0.11
pp→ tt¯t¯+ . . . 0.042 0.21 0.83
pp→ tt¯t¯W+ 0.028 0.16 0.68
pp→ tt¯t¯j 0.008 0.033 0.10
pp→ tt¯t¯b 0.0065 0.019 0.045
pp→ ttt¯t¯ 0.53 2.7 11
TABLE I: LO inclusive cross sections for multi-top production in the SM for three different center-
of-mass energies at the LHC.
III. NEW PHYSICS MODELS
One of the most studied and believed by many to be the most likely candidate of physics
beyond the Standard Model is supersymmetry. It successfully stabilizes the quantum cor-
rections to the Higgs mass, provides a suitable dark matter candidate, is consistent with
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FIG. 2: Inclusive LO cross sections for multi-top production in the Standard Model with mH =
130 GeV for three LHC center-of-mass energies. Single- and triple-top curves represent the sum
over all contributing final states, which are given in Table I.
gauge coupling unification, and is characterized by a space-time symmetry that is a natural
extension of the Poincare´ group. The generic softly-broken supersymmetric model with the
least number of new particles is the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM). As
the MSSM makes no assumptions on the precise method of supersymmetry breaking and
instead includes all allowed soft SUSY-breaking terms, many of the parameters defining the
masses, mixings, and couplings of the new particles are left undetermined, introducing over
100 arbitrary parameters.
The phenomenology of the MSSM is dependent on the choice of these parameters. Spec-
ifying the method of SUSY breaking, or choosing parameters with relationships motivated
by a particular preference, makes the problem of quantifying MSSM expectations more
tractable. The “Snowmass Points and Slopes” (SPS) are a collection of benchmarks derived
from different SUSY-breaking methods that all provide viable, and yet markedly different,
phenomenological behavior [10].
The parameter point of interest to the current study is SPS 2. This is in the so called
“focus point” region of SUSY parameter space [11] and is defined in the mSUGRA model
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by the point:
m0 = 1450 GeV, m1/2 = 300 GeV, A0 = 0, tan β = 10, µ > 0 (1)
where m0 is the universal scalar mass, m1/2 is the universal gaugino mass, A0 is the common
trilinear coupling, tanβ is the ratio of the Higgs VEVs, and µ is the Higgsino mass parameter,
all of which are evaluated at MGUT ∼ 1016 GeV and run down with the renormalization
group equations to determine all the low-scale parameters of the theory. A feature of this
benchmark point is that the gluino mass, mg˜ = 782 GeV, is less that that of the squarks.
Gluino decays to quark-squark pairs (g˜ → q¯˜qL,R, q¯q˜L,R) are kinematically inaccessible,
opening up three-body decays via virtual squarks:
g˜ → χ0i qq¯
g˜ → χ±i qq¯′ (2)
These decays can result in both single- and double-top final states with considerable branch-
ing fractions of ≈ 10%−20% when summing over all neutralinos and charginos, an enhance-
ment that has been studied for similar regions of parameter space [12–14]. These branching
fractions are given in Table II.
Because gluinos are strongly interacting, the production of gluino pairs at the LHC will
be very large, typically several hundred fb. With one gluino decaying to a single top via
g˜ → tb¯χ−i or t¯bχ+i and the other to a top pair through g˜ → χ0i tt¯, the rate of triple-top events
can therefore be quite large in the MSSM in this region of parameter space. The diagram
for the leading contribution is given in Figure 3.
The major limitations to the rate of triple-top production in the SM, as discussed in
Section II, are the Wtb vertex and the initial state b-quark needed to create the single top
(though the latter is not involved for pp → ttt¯b¯). Models that can produce this single top
with greater ease should therefore have a larger triple-top signal as well. An example of one
such model is the addition of a U(1)′ symmetry in which a leptophobic Z ′ couples the top
directly to the u-quark. The additional interaction terms of the Lagrangian are given by
L ⊃ (gXZ ′µu¯γµPRt + h.c.) + ǫUgXZ ′µu¯iγµPRui (3)
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Gluino Branching Fractions
g˜ → 1t+ . . . 0.21
g˜ → tb¯χ−1 0.080
g˜ → t¯bχ+1 0.080
g˜ → tb¯χ−2 0.024
g˜ → t¯bχ+2 0.024
g˜ → 2t+ . . . 0.11
g˜ → tt¯χ01 0.099
g˜ → tt¯χ02 0.012
g˜ → tt¯χ03 0
g˜ → tt¯χ04 0
TABLE II: Branching fractions for gluino decay modes to tops in the focus point region of the
MSSM (SPS 2). Here the gluino has a mass of mg˜ = 782 GeV and a total decay width of
Γg˜ = 2.6 MeV.
where ǫ < 1 and the diagonal term is summed over generations. This model was discussed
in [15] as a candidate for describing the observed 2σ deviation from the SM prediction of
forward-backward asymmetry in the top-pair signal at the CDF detector of the Tevatron
collider [16]. The small diagonal couplings characterized by the parameter ǫU exist only
to escape bounds on like-sign top quark events from the decay of two Z ′s by forcing the
dominant decay Z ′ → uu¯. This study found the best match to the asymmetry and to the
invariant mass distribution of the top pair with MZ′ = 160 GeV and αX = 0.024, with
any small ǫU 6= 0 giving comparable results. We take these values and choose ǫU = 0.1.
The dominant process for triple-top production in this model (for small ǫU) is the t-channel
exchange of the Z ′, shown in Figure 4. This diagram illustrates the unique topology of these
events in this Z ′ model, with the three tops produced at LO.
IV. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
The LO triple-top production cross sections for the two new physics models discussed
are calculated with MadGraph according to the prescriptions in Section II. The Z ′ model is
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FIG. 3: Leading diagram contributing to triple-top production in the focus point region of the
MSSM through the decay of two gluinos. There are a total of 8 unique diagrams (not summing
over quark flavors or distinguishing between the order of the initial state partons) contributing to
gluino pair production. We include all of these in our calculations.
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FIG. 4: Leading diagram contributing to triple-top production in a leptophobic Z ′ in which the top
quark can couple directly to a u-quark. There are a total of 16 unique diagrams (not distinguishing
between the order of the initial state partons) involved in this process. We include all of these in
our calculations.
implemented with the “usermod” format and the cross section for the three-top final state
is found directly. For the MSSM we use the standard MadGraph MSSM implementation
and the parameter card for SPS 2 from the MadGraph webpage2. We calculate the cross
section for the on-shell gluino pair and then determine the triple-top cross section using the
branching fractions in Table II. The results for three different LHC running energies are
given in Table III and the sum of all processes for each model is plotted with the SM results
in Figure 5(a).
At each energy studied, the new physics models lie approximately an order of magnitude
2 It should be noted that while the current value of the top mass, mt = 171.4 GeV, was used for the SM
and Z ′ model calculations, the MSSM at SPS 2 uses mt = 175 GeV.
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Inclusive Cross Sections at the LHC (fb)
pp→ 3t (Total) √s = 7 TeV 10 TeV 14 TeV
Z ′ model 4.0 12 28
pp→ ttt¯ 3.8 11 26
pp→ tt¯t¯ 0.20 0.75 2.2
MSSM 0.97 7.9 41
pp→ ttt¯+ b¯χ−i χ0j 0.49 4.0 21
pp→ tt¯t¯+ bχ+i χ0j 0.49 4.0 21
TABLE III: LO inclusive cross sections for triple-top production at the LHC for three different
center-of-mass energies. In MSSM, the final state neutralinos and charginos have been summed
over.
above the SM prediction. Each model will also involve different topologies and kinematics
which may allow them to be distinguished with this signal, given enough data. The SM
triple-top events will often be associated with an extra W -boson or extra tagged b-quark,
while the MSSM events would feature large 6ET due to the neutralinos escaping the detector.
The Z ′ model would best be characterized by the absence of these additional states and may
also be distinguished by the presense of a broad pseudo-rapidity distribution of one top due
to the t-channel exchange of the Z ′-boson3
However, despite the large increase in cross section at all energies and distinct topologies,
the actual detection of the triple-top signal for the models discussed here would likely not
be possible for the initial run of the LHC at 7 TeV center-of-mass energy and with 1 fb−1
of integrated luminosity. Indeed, the given BSM models may be discovered through other
signals before triple-top events can even be identified. For example, in the Z ′ model, there
are large cross sections for same-sign top production at 7 TeV (∼ 50 pb at LO) that would
likely lead to discovery, and the MSSM could possibly be inferred at these lower energies
from generic missing energy searches. If supersymmetry has eluded detection during this
initial run, however, the triple-top signal could prove to be an important part of detection
3 When the tops are ordered by pT , we find that the low-pT t (as opposed to the t¯) in the ttt¯ events occurs
with |η| > 2 in ≈ 60% of the events in the Z ′ model, compared to ≈ 30% in the SM and ≈ 16% in the
focus point region of the MSSM. This was based on an analysis of 10,000 unweighted events.
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FIG. 5: (a) Inclusive LO cross sections for triple-top production at three LHC center-of-mass
energies in the Standard Model, the Z ′ model, and the focus point region of the MSSM through
the decay of two gluinos. Each curve represents the sum over all contributing final states, which
are given in Tables I and III. In (b), these same curves are plotted (solid lines) along with the
corresponding four-top cross sections of each model (dotted lines), which are similarly summed
over all contributing final states.
at 14 TeV. Indeed, the branching fractions of light gluinos to multi-top final states can be
made much larger than those presented here if the 1st and 2nd generation squarks are much
more massive than those of the 3rd, providing a significant boost to the triple-top cross
section. The discovery potential of the MSSM using multi-top signals in such a scenario is
discussed in detail in [14].
In addition to providing evidence for physics beyond the SM, knowledge of the triple-
top cross sections can also aid in the understanding of the underlying models. In the Z ′
model, while the two- and four-top production cross sections are essentially independent of
the parameter ǫU , every diagram contributing to the production of three tops has a linear
dependence on this parameter and therefore the total cross section goes as ǫ2U . Knowledge
of the triple-top signal in addition to the two- and four-top signals could therefore allow ǫU
to be determined. In the focus-point region of the MSSM, the relative sizes of the various
multi-top signals are determined by the relative branching fractions of the gluinos to one-
and two-top final states. In certain scenarios, the ratios of these branching fractions can
provide insight into the 3rd generation squark mass parameters and the composition of the
lightest neutralino, while the overall rates and total effective mass distributions can constrain
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the gluino mass itself [14].
An important question to then consider is whether a BSM triple-top signal could be faked
by SM four-top production with one top going unidentified. In Figure 5(b), we compare
the triple-top cross sections predicted by each model with the corresponding four-top cross
sections calculated at LO. Both the Z ′ and MSSM triple-top cross sections lie well above
the SM four-top cross sections at all energies. This reduces the chance that a SM four-top
signal could fake the larger BSM triple-top one. Each model also lies above its own four-top
cross sections, which are themselves enhanced from the SM prediction. It should be noted,
however, that these conclusions are not generic features of the models; slightly different
values of ǫU and the gluino branching fractions can flip the relative importance of the three-
and four-top channels. It should be understood, therefore, that the triple-top signal is most
valuable in its relation to top signals of other multiplicities.
Means of distinguishing between two-, three-, and four-top final states are then critical
to properly utilizing these signals. Direct reconstruction of every top quark in a multi-top
event, after including detector cuts, background, and showering, can be extremely difficult
due to large combinatorics [14]. Other methods have been developed for tagging high-pT
top quarks at the LHC by investigating the jet substructure of the decay products [17–21].
These studies have focused on top-pair signals but perhaps could find applicability to three-
and four-top events as well. While there are certainly practical challenges involved, the
results presented here indicate that new physics may be inferred from the triple-top signal
and therefore warrant further, more detailed simulations.
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